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What is the current value of your iOS Apps?
Published on 12/22/14
ConIT AG today announces AppZapp Notify and its free PC and Mac tool available for
download. What is the present value of all my downloaded Apps? For the first time, you can
now receive a quick and simple answer to this interesting and exciting question. After
opening the program, it automatically recognizes the iTunes library and the scan for Apps
may be initiated. After depositing the data in the AppZapp account, the result is
available in AppZapp Notify.
Basel, Switzerland - ConIT AG today is proud to announce AppZapp Notify and its free PC
and Mac tool available for download. What is the present value of all my downloaded Apps?
For the first time, you can now receive a quick and simple answer to this interesting and
exciting question. After opening the program, it automatically recognizes the iTunes
library and the scan for Apps may be initiated.
The identified Apps are displayed in a list. Before transferring the collected information
to the AppZapp account, the user has the option to review it once again. After depositing
the data in the AppZapp account, the result is available in AppZapp Notify (iPhone) and
AppZapp HD (iPad) under "My AppZapp" > "MyApps".
A simple click on the calculated total value at the bottom right displays a detailed
analysis that can include app categories, for example. Even our developers and editors
were astonished about the result. Many developers periodically reduce their Apps or even
offer them entirely free. Consequently, an account that allows the user to obtain Apps for
very little money may now be worth several hundred, or even thousands of dollars.
AppZapp's sync tool offers the user the fantastic opportunity to carefully examine his App
library - entirely free. This is a tool that any App enthusiast should definitely check
out.
AppZapp Notify App for iPhone: AppZapp Notify is perfect for anyone that has plans to
expand his App collection in a budget-friendly, or even free fashion. App price alarms are
more than easy to set up. Personalized alerts let iPhone owners not only save on currently
reduced Apps, but also on those that are going to be on sale in the future.
AppZapp:
http://www.appzapp.net/en/app/
Media Assets:
http://appzapp.prezly.com/what-is-the-current-value-of-your-ios-apps
AppZapp Notify:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/appzapp-notify-personal-alerts/id845046425
AppZapp Sync Tool:
http://www.appzapp.net/en/sync-tool/
Download For Mac:
http://www.appzapp.de/AppZappSync.zip
Download For Windows:
http://www.appzapp.de/AppZappSyncWin.zip
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Located in Basel, Switzerland, the ConIT AG team is an independent software company
founded by Sascha Brenk and Thomas Drost in 2008. With a focus on the Mac and iOS
platforms, ConIT's mission is to help customers find the best App Deals for iOS devices on
the iTunes AppStore. Copyright (C) 2014 ConIT AG. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple
logo, iPhone, iPod, and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or
other countries.
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